
Attached is an assignment containing items necessary for you to have mastered to do well in 8th
Grade Mathematics.

Please complete the assignment for the class you will begin in September 2021.

Practicing mathematics skills is especially important over the long summer break, so this
summer assignment is meant to be completed over the entire summer, not all at once.

This assignment must be completed and handed in by the end of the first full week of
school. The packet will be graded for completion and assigned an individual practice grade.  To
earn the full points for completion, you must show your work. No late submissions of the
summer assignment will be accepted; please be prepared to hand it in on time.

Your teacher will review the assignment and may follow up with a formative assessment.

You may wish to utilize the following online resources:
● www.khanacademy.com
● www.ixl.com
● www.purplemath.com
● www.math.com

Enjoy your summer!

http://www.khanacademt.com
http://www.ixl.com
http://www.purplemath.com
http://www.math.com


Name: __________________________

Incoming Grade 8 Summer Assignment - 2021

Show work in the spaces provided.  Calculators may not be used.

1.  Write three fractions that are equal to 40% 2.  Is the value of these expressions the same?
Explain.

4 6 - 4•

4 (6 - 4)•

3.   Find the value of the expression below:

63 - 21 +  (3 x 11)

4.   How many ½’s are there in 6?

5.  If 6 cans of soup cost $1.50, how much
will 9 cans cost?

6.   Solve    2 + 62
3

7
12

7.    What are all the factors of 60?  Underline
the factors that are composite.  Circle the
factors that are prime numbers.

8.   Lina is making a trail mix for a hiking
trip.  She has 2 ½ cups of peanuts, 3 ¼ cups
of raisins, and 2 ⅔ cups of banana chips.
How many cups of trail mix can she make?



9.  There are 25 paper plates in a package.
How many packages are needed if 160
students are to attend a picnic?

10.     Use the formula
and find the area of a circle with𝐴 = π𝑟2

radius 5 cm.  Use = 3.14.π

11.  What is the area and perimeter of the
figure below:

Area: ______
Perimeter: _____

12.   Carolyn checked the prices of 9 of her
favorite CD’s.  The prices are listed below.
Find the mean, mode and median of the
prices.

$12, $17, $16, $15, $14, $16, $15, $17, $13

Mean: _____

Median: _____

Mode: _____



13.
Give the coordinates for each point on the
coordinate grid.

M = ____     A = ____

T = ____     H = ____

14.
On the spinner below there are four equally
likely outcomes.  What is the probability of
spinning a 2?  Write the answer as a ratio,
decimal and percent.

Ratio: _____    Decimal: _____

Percent: _____

15.   Solve     9 ⅔ - 6 ¾ 16.  Do the fractions form a proportion?

,3
4

16
20



17.  Identify the integer represented by the point on the number line shown.

A = _____     B = _____     C = _____     D = _____

18.  What is the volume of a rectangular prism
with length 5 cm, width 3 cm and height 4
cm?

19.  A map has a scale of 1 in: 10 mi.  On the
map, the distance between two cities is 5
inches.  What is the actual distance between
the cities?

20. Solve -7(-8) 21.  Solve 4(-3)

22.  Solve 4
15  +  5

9 23.  Solve - 7
12  −  1

8

24.  Solve  3x - 2 = -5 25.  Solve    8x + 5 = 21

26.  Solve     0.95 - 3.49 27.  Solve:    9 - 2x = 23



28.  Find the coordinates of the points.

A = _____

B = _____

C = _____

D = _____

E = _____

F = _____

Evaluate the following expressions.

29.  3x - 2, when x = -2 30.  10 - 2x, when x = 3

31.  4x - 7, when x = 7 32.  5x + 3, when x = -6

33.  18x + 7, when x = 2 34. ½ x - 7, when x = 10



35.  A gallon of gasoline costs $5.20.  How
much will it cost for 7.5 gallons of gasoline?

36.  As a 42.4 foot long pipe comes off the
manufacturing line it is cut into 0.80 foot long
sections.  How many smaller sections are
created from the larger pipe.

37.  While painting the interior of a large
house, Gene is going to transfer some paint in
a large 5 gallon container to a smaller bucket.
Unfortunately he slips and spills 2 gallons of
paint all over the floor.  If each wall in the

house takes of a gallon to paint, how
9

24
many walls can he paint with what he has
left?

38.  Bernie has 8 packages of candy.  If the

package says that a serving size is of a
1
5

bag, how many servings of candy does Bernie

have?

39.  At a soccer championship winning party,
there were 35 soccer players in attendance
and 12 pizzas were ordered.  Each player in

line takes of a pizza to eat.  How many
3
8

boys at the end of the line will not get pizza?

40.  A catering chef is making a large quantity
of pasta salad.  She boils 6.24 pounds of
pasta.  Each serving is going to use 0.195
pounds of pasta.  How many servings can the
chef plan on making?




